HCA Tech Note 615

Shelly WiFi devices with HCA MQTT Support (Updated 11-Jan-2022)
First a few remarks….
The Shelly package available in the online library is the Shelly “Basic” Package. This supports the 1-channel and
4-channel relays. You can receive asynchronous reports from the 1-channel relay by using the HTTP method
outlined below. This lets you get messages when, for example, a switch/button attached to the device is
activated and/or the relay goes on or off.
In case you are having trouble with my use of the term “asynchronous message” I will explain: That is a
message that is produced by the device that is not caused by HCA doing something like requesting status. This
is a message that the device itself sends prompted by whatever mechanism it has and HCA received. Those
messages are used to report state changes and actions.
As you will read below there is a second method of getting asynchronous messages from these devices and
that is called MQTT. This is a standard that will be used (maybe) by other iOT device types to send messages.
All you need to know about this is that the 4-channel relay, and other Shelly devices, use MQTT to report stuff
that may be nice to know beyond just state (is the relay on or off). Things like power consumption figures. In
addition, the 4-channel relay uses only MQTT to report attached switch/button (if one is attached) actions.
To make this work, HCA needs to understand MQTT messages and that is no small task.
In addition to the Shelly “Basic” package, an “extended” package is available and is also described in this note.
The extended Shelly package It is not free to download from the library. Included in the cost of the extended
package are all updates made to it over time. In addition, purchase of the extended package gets you a
commitment to add additional Shelly device support if requested and it can be done. There is no guarantee all
device types will be supported in cases where adding support would require more than HCA can do.
For information on cost and how to purchase the extended package send an email to HCA Support.
Kimberly
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This note describes the support for Shelly WiFi devices. Not all device types are supported at this time.
Step 1.
Use the instructions that come with the device to install it into your environment. You can use the Shelly app
or its built-in web server. This note shows using the webserver and not the app to adjust necessary settings.
But both would work.
Once installed, it is necessary to make sure that the device IP address doesn’t change over time as HCA stores
that address as part of the device configuration. Use whatever means are available for that - IP Reservations,
Reserved IP address – in your router.
Step 2.
Import the Shelly package into your HCA design from the online library.
Step 3.
Create a new device of type “Shelly Relay”, “Shelly Multi Relay”, “Shelly Light”, or “Shelly Sensor”. When
completed, open the properties of the device and on the “User Class Object” tab, enter the IP address of the
device. For example:

If you are using a multi-channel relay module, then suffix the ID with a colon followed by the relay number.
For example, if you are using the 4-channel relay module with IP address 192.168.0.45, create 4 HCA devices
and in the class id use 192:168.0.45:1 for the first relay, 192.168.0.45:2 for the second, 192.168.0.45:3 for the
third, and 192.168.0.45:4 for the fourth.
Make sure you use a colon and not a dot before the relay number. Many users have made this error!
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Step 4.
If the device controls a load, test the device by a right-click on the device name in the HCA left pane or on the
icon in the right pane and select ON and OFF from the popup menu. The load controlled by the device should
go on and off. If you are close to the device you should hear the relay click. If it doesn’t go on and off, then
check the IP address.

A few words about using MQTT and/or the HTTP method to receive asynchronous reports
The following steps are only needed if you want to handle actions sent from the devices. Some devices
support an attached button/switch and you can receive messages if it is activated. If this isn’t important – you
will control the devices on and off only from HCA – you don’t need this.
MQTT also gives you asynchronous reports providing additional information – depending upon the device –
that may be useful. Some devices report status, power usage, or temperature and those reports arrive via
MQTT and not via a Get-Status operation.
HCA supports the older method of asynchronous reports via HTTP messages and supports devices that report
via MQTT messages. Some devices only have HTTP support, others only HTTP support, and others have both.
If your installation use as a mix of device types, some with MQTT support and others with only HTTP support
you can configure both in HCA as it can simultaneously support both.

Step 5 for devices that report via HTTP
In HCA create a new interface of type “Generic Server”. Name that interface “Shelly HTTP” and make sure its
properties are configured like this:
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You can use any port number you want just make note of your choice. Make sure that data is specified as
“text” and that the delimiters are both set to “None”.
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Step 6 for device reports via HTTP
The next step configures the Shelly device. Open a browser and enter the IP address of the device in the
address bar. This could be in a section called Action. If you don’t see this section then the device probably only
has MQTT support.

Open the Actions section and edit the URL for each button action you want HCA to be notified for.
The Shelly UI has some quirks. Make sure you both tick the “Enabled” box and enter the URL before saving.
If you don’t tick the enabled box and only enter a URL, it will not get saved. Also, don’t forget to press the
“Save” button.
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For actions, the URL should be of the form:
http://<ip address of the HCA computer>:<port #>/HCA?action=<action>

For the 1-button relay with the optional button, the actions are buttonLong, buttonShort, buttonOn,
buttonOff, relayOn, relayOff
This is all documented in the Shelly package program “Receive HTTP message” in the program notes. For other
devices types you can use whatever actions names you want. See more below for working with Sensors.
NOTE: Make sure that you use a colon and not a dot before the port number when creating this configuration.
Many users have made this mistake.

Step 5 for devices with MQTT Support:
In HCA create a new interface of type “Generic Server”. Name that interface “Shelly MQTT” and make sure its
properties are configured like this:
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The port must be configured as 1883, data is binary, and the binary type is “MQTT Packet”. Do not tick the
final checkbox in the configuration dialog.
Note that the “MQTT Packet” is only available in 17.0.41 or later HCA
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Step 6 for devices with MQTT support
Someplace there will be a section to enable/disable MQTT. The image below is from the 4-channel relay
module, but other device types could appear differently. In this device type the Networks section contains the
MQTT setting.
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Enable both MQTT sliders, the connection type is MQTT, leave “prefix” blank, and use the IP address of the
computer running the HCA Server followed by a colon and then “1883”. The username and password should
be left blank.
Remember that other device types could look different!
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Step 7.
Once MQTT support is enabled in the device and you have configured the “Shelly MQTT” interface in HCA,
that’s all you need do. When MQTT messages arrive, they will be examined by programs in the Shelly package
and any useful data relating to state or other device properties will be extracted and saved as tags on the
device. You can create Tag-Change triggers and use the ObjectTag functions in expressions to
programmatically access that data.
If you want to create a program that is started when an attached button/switch attached to the device is
activated, then you need to configure tags on the device to say which program to start
Open the properties of the Shelly device with the attached button/switch. If this is a multi-channel device
open the properties of the device for that channel that has the attached switch. On the “Tags” tab enter a tag
called “ShellyAction” like this:

The ShellyAction tag value is a comma separated list like this: <action name>,<program to start>,…
The actions are “true” and “false”. When the switch is closed the program associated with “true” is started.
When the switch is opened the program associated with “false” is started.
In the above example configuration, when an action “true” is received, the program “Home – Switch on” Is
started. If an action “false” is received, the program “Home – Switch off” is started. The started program is
supplied with two value parameters: The first is the name of the device sending the action and the second
parameter is the action. In this way one program could handle multiple actions from multiple devices if
desired.
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Note also in the images of the Tags tab that other values are populated. This device – the Shelly 4-channel
relay – provides temperature and power usages and HCA has captured them from the MQTT messages.

Handling Sensors
The Shelly Sensor class implements a Get-Status operation. This allows the device to be polled and results
decoded. To determine what elements of the status result you want to capture, tags are added to the sensor
device. For example, this humidity sensor is configured to capture 2 items of state from the get-status report.

Each data item you want to capture is given as a tag name ShellyStatus#. The tag value is structured as the
name of the tag to hold the data and the JSON path to that data.
In this example there are two pieces of information to be captured. The first will be called the “state” and the
second will be called the “humidity”. The JSON path to the first item is “humidity_sensor, sensor_state”. The
path to the second item is “humidity, percent”.
To determine the path to an item, start a browser and in the address bar enter the IP address of the device
followed by /Status. Copy the returned JSON and paste into a JSON viewer.
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I use this JSON viewer: http://json.parser.online.fr/

From this the path to the items to be captured is easily determined. When the device is polled for status,
those configured items are decoded from the reply and saved as tag values, named as you specified, in the
device.
NOTE: At this time (10-Jan-21) MQTT reports from sensor devices are not yet implemented.
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A few additional notes
Shelly Duo Lightbulb
The Shelly Duo lightbulb is supported by the class ShellyLight.
While HCA knows how to command the light on, off, and dim, selection of color temperature is not built-in.
The helper program called “Shelly Light Set White Temp” is in the package to control that. It needs to be
started by the Start-Program element supplying the device name and color temperature desired.
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Shelly Color Bulbs
The Shelly Color lightbulb is supported by the class ShellyLight.
While HCA knows how to command the light on, off, and dim, changing color settings are not built-in. The
helper program called “Shelly Light Set RGB” is in the package to control that. It needs to be started by the
Start-Program element supplying the device name and color desired.

This sets the bulb color to a nice Salmon color.

Shelly 1 channel relay
If you are using an attached button/switch with the Shelly 1, and you want HCA to start a program when the
button/switch is activated you should use the HTTP method as explained above even if you also enable MQTT.
The reason for this is that every MQTT message provides the state of the attached button/switch and not just
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when the button/switch is activated. The 4-channel relay device does this differently and the MQTT reports
with the state of the button/switch arrive only when the button/switch is activated.

Startup state
Once MQTT reports are enabled, the Shelly devices seem to periodically report their state. This means that if
HCA terminates – perhaps due to a Windows restart – after HCA restarts then over time it will acquire the
current state of each Shelly device without needing to poll the devices for status.
##end##
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